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Back to School
It’s that time of the year, whether willing or unwillingly , you have to

Back to
School

The school
leaving age was
increased to 11
in 1893

The EE Project.
Using our
resources
Page 4

A

ppleby's school occupies a famous building, built three hundred years ago
and based on an original design by Sir Christopher Wren. The building is
grade I listed and is now a venue for community events and activities, a
heritage centre and museum, as well as a thriving primary school
The Moore family owned the manor house at Appleby Parva (now demolished).
Sir John Moore made his fortune in the City of London, becoming Lord Mayor of
London in 1681 during the reign of Charles II
Wishing to use his wealth to bene t his home county, Sir John
building of a school next to his family estate

nanced the

Sir John commissioned Sir Christopher Wren to prepare the initial drawings.
After Wren's rst design, the work was taken on by local architect Sir William
Wilson. It opened as a Free School for boys in 1697.
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SCHOOL
MEMORIES
Appleby Schools in
the 1920’s.
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HISTORY CAFE

HISTORY MYSTERY
Last month’s object
was a mangle ...
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Vaccines
The birth of the
Covid-19 jab.
Page 7

Next Month’s meeting
is at 10.00am on 21st
September
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Victorian Schooling ...
Tough conditions one hundred years ago

A

lthough receiving an education was not
mandatory until the end of the 1800s,
except for the very poor the majority of
children had some sort of learning, if only to read
and write their name.
Children from wealthy families would be taught in
the home, rather than attending a Victorian School.
Nannies would often start the learning process, but
when the child reached six, a governess would be
added to the household sta .
At the age of ten, sons were sent away to public
boarding schools like Eton or Rugby. Boys would
often not see their families until the end of term.
Greek and Latin were part of the curriculum and
games of
football and cricket
were
meant to build
character.
Daughters
would
continue
their
learning
at home.
Singing,
playing
the
piano, and
sewing
were the
main subjects
covered,
however, some girls
tutored in French.

would be

Poorer families would send their children to
Victorian schools if they could a ord the fees.
Schools were not pleasant places. Often windows
were built high, so the children did not spend their
time looking out and because of the high windows,
fresh air was a problem.

An Appleby
Education ...
Reginald Eyre remembers his days at
school in the village ...

M

y earliest memory was not a happy one. It
was the in uenza epidemic of 1920 when I
was three years old. I can remember being
the only person in the family on my feet. My father,
though unwell himself, was looking after the rest of
the family including our grand parents.
My early education was at the village Church of
England School that accommodated the infants and
all the girls. I can remember a redheaded teacher
named Miss Woodward who lived in the village of
Netherseal and later married our village butcher, Les
Starbuck.
Miss Woodward taught us to sing “London Bridge is
falling down” which due to our poor diction
became ”London britches falling down”. We started
school at four years of age and plunged immediately
into meaningful lessons - “altogether now C A T
spells cat”, and then we wrote it down on a wooden
framed slate with a slate pencil. If you lost your
wiper the only way to erase your e orts was to spit
on the slate and rub it with your jersey sleeve. Of
course if Miss Woodward saw you, then it was a rap
across the knuckles with the ruler.
Three years in the infants then on to the village boy’s
school. The school was called the Grammar School
because it was built as that in 1693-97 by the then
Lord Mayor of London, Sir John Moore who was
lord of the manor in Appleby Parva and principal
landowner in the area.
The original design was by Sir Christopher Wren, but
a distinguished local architect Sir William Wilson,
whom Moore described as an “ingenious
gentleman”, completed the work.
It served the boys from four local villages aged 8 to
14, the legal school leaving age at the time. A lot of
the boys left school at that time and went to work on
the land or down one of the several nearby coal
mines.

History mystery
???

“History is the version
of events that people
have decided to
agree on”

This months History Mystery
Object is a complete mystery
The answer will be in our October
Newsletter

Napoleon Bonaparte
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A typical day at a village school in 1890 ...
An imaginary pupil recounts her day at school ....

Become a
newsletter
contributor
We a l w a y s w e l c o m e
stories and memories to
feature in our newsletter.
We especially love your
family stories and we
value input from our
readers.
We also invite comments
and suggestions about
our content and format
Send your thoughts
memories and stories to
the Editor.
The email is:
SJMFHeritage@post.com

8:50 A.M. Bell rings, students line up according to height. Boys enter
classroom rst. Students stand at attention by their desks in silence
with boys holding their hands clasped behind their back and the girls
with hands clasped in front.
Teacher says "Good morning", students respond, "Good morning".
Boys then bow and girls curtsy. Teacher then instructs us to step in
front of our chairs.
9:00 A.M. Teacher calls out our names. Each bows or curtsies and
answers "present". Teacher inspects that we are properly dressed.
Teacher now asks about absences and instructs us on punctuality with
reference to future employment and threatens use of cane if late.
9:30 A.M. Study of poetry recitation. Random students selected to
recite poem then group recites in unison while teacher taps cane on
table to keep time.
9:45 A.M.
Non-Christian children asked to leave the room. Prayers
are then said.
9:50 A.M. Class begins with discussion on humbleness. We are
instructed that we come to school in preparation of future employment
and instructed on what we should and should not do.
10:00 A.M.

Next comes arithmetic class.

10:20 A.M.

Playtime

10:35 A.M. The next class is Spelling. The "monitors" are asked to
hand out the spelling scripts. Teacher instructs us to sit up straight
with hands palms down on the desk and to repeat in unison, the words
on the spelling list. We then review the vowels. We are asked to read
in unison a piece selected by the teacher. When done, the monitors
collect the spelling scripts.
10:50 A.M. The next class is on writing. The monitors pass out the
writing scripts, slates and chalk. We learn to write in "copperplate"
style. Emphasis is placed on importance of good handwriting for those
wanting to become a clerk. We are advised not to "blot" our copy
books.
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Although most of the
Victorian school child's life
was rather dull, the bright
light was playtime.
Children would play with a
wide variety of toys:
hoops, tops, skipping
ropes and marbles. There
would be games of tag,
hopscotch, and football,
played with an in ated
pig's bladder.

11:15 A.M. Monitors collect all materials and we recite the alphabet.
We then are instructed to copy the spelling words we learned earlier in
the day in our copy book.
11:50 A.M. We now receive our reading scripts and are instructed to
read one by one. If we lose our place, our teacher tells us we will be
punished.
12:10 P.M. Non-Christians leave. Prayers are then said again and then
dismissed for lunch
Some children may come back for school in the afternoon, most
though will be working on farms around the village
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Evolving Education …
The History Cafe is proud to be involved
with The EE Project
The History Cafe has been partnering with Beth
Holmes and helping research eduction topics to
develop the Evolving Education Project. Earlier
this year The History Cafe Team delved into
various education based topics.
Evolving Education is a project to show how
education has changed over time to present
young people today with more opportunity than
ever. This is a heritage based, intergenerational
project, which pulls upon the Foundation’s
collections and builds on its history, whilst also
allowing positive links to be built with the primary
school and the wider community. Evolving
Education takes positive advantage of the unique
setting of The Sir John Moore Foundation, linking
together Appleby Magna’s Primary School and
the accredited museum in order to engage a
wider audience with the heritage of the school.

Together, we will explore three time points in
history: 1700, 1891 and 2020. Comparisons of
schooling in these di erent periods will allow
audiences to see not only how times have
changed, but also how things have progressed.
The Year 6 Heritage Team, comprising of students
from the primary school, will be involved
alongside SJMF Volunteers in creating this project
and passing on its legacy to future students and
the wider Appleby community.
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The research that the History Cafe Team
completed has been turned into Information
Sheets that run along side Google Classroom to
provide a ready made resource.
There are
several examples shown here, including Object of
the Week which are based on artefacts kept in the
Heritage Centre based on the top oor of SJMF.

Beth's involvement in the Evolving Education
project stems from her connections with SJMF
through her voluntary work with the Local
History Cafe. Beth is an experienced teacher,
who has been involved with intergenerational
and heritage projects in educational settings
and so had the skills needed to develop this
project alongside the SJMF volunteers and Year
6 Heritage Team
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The Exercise book …
From our own archives …

F

rom time to time we delve
deeper into our archives and
come across surprising items.
As we were
looking into
items for the
Earth Museum
Project we
came across
this exercise
book that
o n c e
belonged to
Roy Taon who
was at SJMF
in 1951. The
exercise book
is dated in
June that year, so we think it may have
been an end of year project.
It’s a study of the village of Appleby
Magna and in particular the school itself
and over the next couple of editions we
are going to feature some pages from
Roy’s writings and how he saw the
school and village some seventy years
ago.
Tucked away
at the back of
the book were
these two
images of the
school that
Roy
has
coloured with
watercolours.

Your own story
Oral History Archives

T

he way the history of a village is
preserved for future generations
has changed over the years.
Currently the Heritage Centre has
embarked on a mission to record the
memories of villagers in an Oral History
Project.
Oral history can be de ned as the
recording, preservation and interpretation
of historical information, based on the
personal experiences and opinions of the
speaker. It may take the form of eyewitness evidence about the past, but can
include folklore, myths, songs and stories
passed down over the years by word of
mouth. While it is an invaluable way of
preserving the knowledge and
understanding of older people, it can also
involve interviewing younger generations.
If you would like to take part in the project
you can contact us on our email:
SJMFHeritage@post.com

We think the
p i c t u r e s
themselves
have been
drawn and
copied by a
teacher so the
class could colour them.
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Next time Roy writes about village
history …

We would love
to hear from
you at any
time
and
maybe arrange
a recording for
our archives …
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Victorian examination time ...
The Appleby Grammar School examination time in 1893
The Examinations of the Science and Art Department were held under the
superintendence of the Local Committee at the School on several days in
September, on the 1st of the month, Freehand Drawing, on the 10th
Mathematics, and on the 18th, Chemistry.
Mr. Farmer, the Local Secretary, Messrs. Parker, Tunnadine and Rice kindly
gave their services as Superintendents.

School Photos ...
Margaret Cater provided this 1958 class photograph

Important
dates
1833

... the
g o v e r n m e n t
awarded grants of
money to schools.
Not everyone who
ran the schools
were able to read
themselves so the
standard
of
education was not
very good.

1844

Parliament
passed a law
requiring children
working in factories
be given six-halfdays schooling
every
week.
'Ragged Schools'
were set up to
provide free basic
education for
orphans and very
poor children.

1870,

Basil’s bit …

I

t's been such a quiet summer without you children at school. My
family and I have been scurrying along the corridors, as well as up
and down the stairs. This summer we made it all the way up to the
top of the school roof. Right into the bit at the top. It has a special name
you know. It’s called a cupola.
It’s shaped like a dome with lots of
windows in it.
I can tell you we got some great
views from up there right across the
elds, past the Old Vicarage and
almost to the motorway.

fi

My family have been around the
school for nearly four hundred years
now and have seen a lot of changes
but don’t worry if this is your rst
year at Sir John Moore because it
really is a friendly place and I’m
sure you will have a great time here
and learn about lots of exciting
things
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Parliament
passed
the
Forster's Education
Act, requiring all
parts of Britain to
provide schools to
children aged 5 to
12.
However, not all
these school were
free so many could
not a ord the
'school's pence'
each week. As it
was not mandatory
to attend school
many children still
didn't go to school.
They worked and
earned money for
the family instead.
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Open Day …
Our 2021 Open Day is on the
19th September

H

aving missed a year an actual
physical open day is back!

Doors open at 10.00am and we are
hoping to have some sessions for
children to experience Victorian
Classroom Life.
As well as this, there’s an opportunity
to get out and about in the village
following a trail of information boards
pointing out the di erent historic
settings that can be found in Appleby
Magna.

Discover more behind the
headmaster’s door …
A remarkable Victorian Classroom, headmaster’s study
and dormitory …
Children can experience life in a Victorian Classroom.
Take part in “This Old House Challenge”. Bring along
photographs of your old home along with any of its history
you may know.

Open Day
Sunday 19th September 2021.
10.00 am to 3.00pm
Sir John Moore Foundation is a Grade 1 listed building based on an original
design by Sir Christoper Wren.

Sir John Moore Foundation, Top Street
Appleby Magna DE12 7AH

In this month
1666 ... The Great Fire of London
started in Pudding Lane
1066 … The Norman conquest of
Britain started
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1939 …
Adolf Hitler invaded
Poland thus starting World War 2
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Vaccination time ...
Marina Sketchley puts the current vaccination
programme into historical context ...
e are all too aware of
the devastating
e ects of the Covid 19
virus and how the vaccine
has made the huge
di erence, so Marina
Sketchley, one of our History
Cafe members , has been
researching the Englishman
we have to thank for the
breakthrough in saving lives!

W

Edward Jenner was a
country doctor and scientist,
who was born in Berkeley in
1749, went to the prestigious
University of St Andrews and
died in 1823. He carried out
the world’s rst
trial to control
Cowpox by
vaccination
which in turn led
to vaccination
a g a i n s t
Smallpox.
Let’s go back a
bit to see how it
all started.
Jenner had
noticed that
milkmaids were
usually immune
to the highly infectious
disease of Cowpox.
They
had blisters full of pus on
their hands from milking the
cows, and he wondered if
those blisters actually
protected them from
contracting Smallpox?
A s m a n y o f u s k n o w,
Jenner’s rst vaccination on
a human being was certainly
questionable. He inoculated

a 13 year old boy with
Cowpox to demonstrate
his immunity to Smallpox!
Smallpox su erers had a
fever 2-4 days before a
rash began. About six
days after the fever
developed, death
suddenly occurred. The
infection a ected multiple
organs,
and
an
uncontrolled immune
system may have been a
contributing factor.
There was a Smallpox
Pandemic in 1870-74.
Smallpox is estimated to
have killed 300-500 million
people in its 12,000 year
existence.
A massive vaccination
programme of eradication
ended the disease in 1977
and, today, there is no
evidence of naturally

occurring Smallpox
transmission throughout
the world.
However we continue to
su er the e ects of
viruses from u and its
variants such as H1N1, to
the current covid virus.
We can clearly see from
this that the only known
method of tackling Virus
diseases is vaccination.
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Last months
History Mystery

Peelings ..”

J

ean Turnbull, a
History Cafe
member, has
vivid memories of her
childhood.
One of
them being asked by
her grandmother and
aunty to collect
primrose/cowslip/
dandelion heads to be
laid out on sacking to
dry. These would be
used later to make
into wine.

Unmangled …

L

The mangle was a heavy
mechanical contraption about
four or ve feet high with a
handle that turned two rollers.
Wet items were fed through the
rollers which squeezed out the
water into a large bowl or tin
bath underneath.
There was a screw on top of
the mangle to adjust the
distance between the rollers
according to the thickness of
the fabric. For blankets, for
example, the screw was let out
as far as possible.

Boys were educated for work and
the girls for marriage and running
a household.
Like many villages in Appleby the
local vicar taught boys to read and
write.

Marina Sketchley recalls her rst day at school …
hen I was ve, on my rst day at a mixed junior school in
Birmingham, my mother cried a little when she left me at the
school gates.
She needn’t have worried: our teacher, Miss
Mottram, really loved us. She was scarcely taller than us, although we
were little, and she’d put her arms round us or hug us if we were feeling
lost.

W

Mr Brock, the Head, I think, always wore a green tweed suit. He was a
gentle man and a good teacher. I wasn’t the only one who fell for his
question: which is the heavier, a ton of feathers or a ton of lead?

SirJohn Moore
Foundation Heritage
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N

ot many children went to
school in Tudor times.
Those that did go were
mainly the sons of wealthy who
could a ord to pay the attendance
fee. Boys began school at the age
of 4 and moved to grammar
school when they were 7. Girls
were either kept at home by their
parents to help with housework or
sent out to work to bring money.

Back to school 1940’s style …

www.sirjohnmoore.org.uk
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ast months History Mystery
object was indeed a
mangle.

Before the arrival of spin dryers
around the 1950s, all but the very
poorest of households had a
mangle. It was used on washday
to remove the majority of the
water from the wash after each
rinse.

She was also asked to
collect tufts of sheep
wool from barbed wire
to be washed and
used to stu cushions
and pillows.
One
rather more peculiar
memory was being
convinced by her
uncle, a market
garden manager, that
she could plant
Murray mints,
wrappers removed, in
a pot and expect a
later crop of sweets!
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Tudor Schools

NEXT ISSUE
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